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Abstract : The core decisions of bulk shipping businesses can be summarized as the timing and the choice of period for which carrying
capacity is traded. In particular, frequent decisions to trade freight either with repeated spot transactions or with a one-off long-term
deal critically impact business performance. Even though a variety of freight trading strategies can be employed to facilitate the decisions,
chartering practitioners have not been active in utilizing these strategies, and academic research has rarely proposed applicable solutions.
The specific properties of freight as a tradable commodity are not properly reflected in existing studies, and limitations have been
reported in their application to the real world. This research focused on the establishment of applicable freight trading strategies by taking
into account two properties of freight: time perishability and term-dependant pricing. In addition to traditional trading strategies, artificial
neural networks were applied for the first time to the test of freight trading strategies. The performances of the trading strategies were
measured and compared to produce a remarkable outperformance of the ANN. This research is expected to make a significant contribution
to chartering practices by enhancing the quality of chartering decisions and eventually enabling the effective management of freight rate
risk. In addition to methodological expansion, the result will propose a way to approach the controversial issue of freight market efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The shipping industry is facing unprecedented difficulties.

The crisis can be explained by many different factors such

as wrong investment decisions, mass psychology and even

the undesirable interaction between physical and paper

markets. In bulk shipping, one of the plausible reasons is

the failure in trading decisions, which means the players

fail to materialize the simple rule of 'buying low, selling

high'. This research focuses on the analysis of trading

strategies under the configuration that the shipping

business is a process of profit generation through the

trading of freight, which is otherwise expressed as

'carrying capacity'.

In shipping, trading has a wide range of contractual

forms. The purchase of freight includes newbuilding

contracts, sale and purchase (S&P) agreements, bareboat

charters, time charters (TCs) and trip time charters

(TCTs). The sales of freight encompass contracts of

affreightment, voyage charters and time charter-outs.

Trading can also be carried out in the form of freight

derivatives, which include forward freight agreements and

freight options.

Trading strategy is a strategy employed to generate

excess profit over market profit using predetermined

trading rules, which are used in selecting the transaction

timing or deciding the long/short position. Trading

strategies can be based either on technical analysis or on

fundamental analysis. Technical analysis has the purpose of

forecasting the price of asset utilizing market actions, i.e.

price, volume and open interests. Fundamental analysis uses

comprehensive internal and external information to find out

the intrinsic value of assets (Fama, 1965).

Trading strategies use a variety of techniques, and

multiple techniques are often combined. Hence, the

classification of strategies becomes a challenging task.

Table 1 summarizes common rules employed in financial

and commodity markets.
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Judgement-based

Chart analysis
ž Trend lines
ž Head and shoulders
ž Triangle patterns
ž Support and resistance

Math-based

Moving average rules
ž MACD
ž Stochastic oscillators
Filter rules
ž Simple percentage filter
ž MA envelopes
ž Bollinger Bands
Momentum trading rules
ž RSI
Other rules
ž Relative value index

Table 1 Technical trading rules

Source: Shipping Derivatives and Risk Management, Alizadeh
and Nomikos, 2009 (elaborated by authors)

The performance of trading strategies is closely related

to the efficient market hypothesis (EMH). The EMH,

developed by Fama (1970, 1991), argues that assets are

always traded at their fair value and that it is impossible to

consistently outperform the market through asset selection

or market timing. The EMH has three different forms: a

weak form, a semi-strong form and a strong form. In

weak-form efficiency, excess returns cannot be achieved in

the long run by employing trading strategies that analyze

historical asset prices or other historical data. In

semi-strong-form efficiency, all the information which is

open to the public is instantly reflected to the asset prices

so that no excess profit is made by trading on the

information. Strong-form-efficiency assumes that, in

addition to semi-strong-form efficiency, all information,

including private information, is already reflected in the

asset price and that no one can consistently beat the

market.

Regardless of the business fields, the aim of traders is to

make excess returns by utilizing all the available

information. Therefore, various trading strategies are

applied in the financial and commodity areas. In the practice

of shipping, the application of trading strategies is not as

popular as in other areas. A series of research, however,

has been carried out.

Adland and Koekebakker (2004) tested whether the EMH

holds by applying popular technical trading rules to the

second-hand market for bulk ships. Adland and Strandenes

(2006) showed that the trading strategy based on kernel

smoothing far outweighs the naive strategy from the ship

operators' perspectives in deciding whether to buy or sell

period charters.

Although they confirmed the validity of the EMH, their

results vary depending on the variables and strategies. In

an attempt to overcome the limitation of the above studies,

Alizadeh and Nomikos (2006, 2007) tried to apply

fundamental indicators based on economic theory to the

trading strategies and tested their statistical significance in

dry and wet bulk ships.

The previous studies are mostly on trading strategies in

freight derivatives or S&P markets, which are structurally

simpler than physical chartering markets in the sense that

outright sales and purchases are possible. Therefore, the

research outcomes have limitations in their direct

application to real world freight trading problems. The

direct adoption of financial trading rules can even confuse

chartering practitioners. This research aims to enhance the

applicability of trading rules by defining the problems,

taking into account the specific properties of freight.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), a robust relationship

mapping tool, are applied to our study. The applicability and

the validity of the ANN have been demonstrated in

forecasting, discrimination and pattern recognition.

Even though there are ample cases of employing trading

strategies in the financial and commodity markets, the

application of the ANN to trading strategies is rare. In the

shipping domain, the ANN was employed to forecast port

traffic volume (Shin and Jeong, 2008, Shin et al., 2011) and

Suez canal traffic (Mostafa, 2004). In both cases, the ANN

exhibited effectiveness in forecasting. The application of

ANN to the freight trading strategy is a novel attempt.

The outcome of this research has an additional function

of testing the EMH. This research is expected to make a

significant contribution to market practices by enhancing

the effectiveness of chartering decisions, and eventually

prevent a repetition of the shipping crisis.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers data

and models, including trading strategies and artificial neural

networks (ANN). Chapter 3 displays the results. The last

chapter interprets the results and draws conclusions.

2. Data and models

2.1 Data

The freight series used in this analysis is from the

Shipping Intelligence Network database of Clarkson

Research. The Panamax market was selected for the

analysis and the research period is over 14 years from

March 2001 to September 2015. The data frequency is

weekly.
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2.2 Exploratory data analysis

As a process to select the input variables of the trading

rules and the ANN model, an exploratory data analysis

(EDA) was carried out.

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Freight series of Panamax (Z-score normalized)

Fig. 2 Term spread(  )

Fig. 1 shows the combined graph of TCT rates, 1-year

TC rates and newbuilding prices in the Panamax segment.

The data was normalized with Z-score. The TCT series

displays the most frequent oscillation while the newbuilding

price has the slowest trace. Fig. 2 reveals the gap between

TCT rates and 1-year TC rates. The difference mostly

coincides with the cycle of the market and shows a

potential as a useful trading signal. The long-term

correlation (coefficient 0.976) and a sizable short-term

deviation are considered to be a sound basis for spread

trading (Alizadeh and Nomikos, 2009).

Fig. 3 Statistics for Panamax 1-year T/C rates

Fig. 4 Statistics for Panamax TCT rates

Fig. 3 and 4 display descriptive statistics for the TCT

rates and 1-year TC rates. The standard deviation is

greater on the TCT rates than on the 1-year TC rates,

whereas the means are almost at the same level. Both

series are heavily positively skewed and lepto-kurtic,

revealing non-normality, which is confirmed by the large

Jarque-Bera1) statistic.

2.3 Trading strategies

The shipping service has unique properties that prevent

common trading rules from being adopted. The first

property is time-perishability. Carrying capacity is

measured by the product of time and space. The value of

the carrying capacity perishes as time elapses. For example,

a vessel delivered on 1 January loses a quarter of her value

on 1 April. The problem is not just the loss of value but

the change of product identity.

The identity change is due to term-dependent pricing.

This means the pricing of the carrying capacity varies

depending on the trading period. Selling a 1-year-chartered

Panamax for 6 months after 6 months is quite different

from selling stocks after 6 months of the retaining period

because a 6-month TC rate is applied when the vessel is

chartered-out, while a 1-year TC rate was applied when

chartered-in.

The third property is exposure to operating performances.

The carrying cost of stocks or commodities is confined to

capital expenses and/or low storage expenses. In the case

of vessels, the burden of operating expenses is rather

heavy. Therefore, retaining the vessels before sales without

employment is not a realistic decision alternative.

The above properties need to be considered before

trading rules are established in the field of shipping. The

purpose of setting up trading strategies is either to pick the

right timing for trade or to decide whether to go short or

long. Term-dependent pricing in shipping leads to the third

purpose of selecting terms (periods). In reality, the

moving-average-based timing rules listed in Table 1

cannot be applied to ship chartering because the MA-based

purchase timing is not associated with a specific retention

period, while the actual physical purchase of carrying

capacity is inevitably made for a pre-determined charter

period. In addition, time perishability works to change the

nature of the shipping commodity in terms of pricing.

In this research, the properties of freight as a tradable

1) Jarque-Bera = 

×





  


 , N: number of observations, s: skewness, k: kurtosis
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commodity were considered and the following assumptions

were established.

Ÿ The player has a Panamax bulk carrier with a daily

cost of US $12,000.

Ÿ The purpose of the trading strategy is term

selection, and the decision alternatives are a 1-year

time-charter-out or repetitive TCT-outs for a

1-year evaluation period.

Ÿ The revenue from the repetitive TCT-outs is a

cumulative daily return. This means that the daily

return from the actual TCT contracts is deemed to

be identical to the average of daily TCT rates.

The term selection strategies were established as follows.

1) Naïve strategy: This is a benchmark 'buy-and-hold'

strategy. The vessel is open to spot market changes

without the application of any trading strategies. The

return is expressed in formula (1).

 
  




· (1)

where w is the number of weeks in a year, C is the cost

of operation, and d is the number of days in a week.

2) Term-spread strategy: The volatility gap between

short-term rates and long-term rates is exploited. If

the ‘buying low, selling high’ principle is applied,

long-term sales at the peak of the market is a

rational choice. In this research, however, the term

alternative to the spot is just 1 year, and the

principle may not hold for the relatively short future.

Hence, the rules are applied bi-directionally.
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where y is the number of days in a year.

3) Moving average strategy: The MA strategy is

normally used for timing, but here it is adopted for

term selection. A simple MA gap, i.e. the difference

between a fast MA and a slow MA, contains less

information than an MA cross-over. Therefore, the

performance was investigated bi-directionally.
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2.4 Artificial neural networks

The ANN is one of the machine-learning tools inspired

by the study of the human central neural system. The

strength of the ANN is that it does not require assumptions

about statistical distributions (Smith and Gupta, 2000) and

often performs better than other methods (Kaastra and

Boyd, 1996). Its application is expanding to the fields of

economy, finance and marketing for forecasting and

discrimination. According to research (Wong et al., 1997),

about 95% of business problems applied multilayered

feedforward neural networks with the back-propagation

learning rule.

Fig. 5 Structure of multilayered feedforward

neural networks

Neural networks consist of an input layer, hidden layers

and an output layer. An input vector, multiplied by

corresponding weights, is fed to the next layer. The next

layer transforms the vector by applying a transfer function.

There are various types of transfer functions: the step

function, the sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent

function and the linear function, to name a few. Formula (2)

expresses the output value using one of the most common

types of transfer functions, the sigmoid activation function

·  exp  .

   
  



 
  



   (2)

where

  input   output  weight between layers

 bias ·transfer function
The input features of the networks are based on trading

strategies. The price level data has a wide value range and

it can influence the learning efficiency of the model.

Normalization processes were employed to enhance the

learning performance. The normalization methods used are

the min-max normalization and the Z-score normalization,

which are mathematically shown as


′  max min ×max min

 min 
min , 

′ 
 

.

Resilient backpropagation (Rprop+), recognized for its

efficiency in convergence, was applied as a learning
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method. The algorithm of backpropagation is summarized

as

  

∈


 (3)

Applying a gradient descent algorithm to the errors(E) of

each layer,




     




    

∈


The selected input variables are as follows.

1. 





2. 





3. 






4.   






5.   





6.   
 

 

Variables 1∼3 are the normalized values of TCT rates,

1-year TC rates and newbuilding prices, respectively.

Variable 4 is the standard deviation ratio of TCT rates and

1-year TC rates. Variable 5 is the price ratio of TCT rates

and 1-year TC rates. Variable 6 is the ratio of 4 MA and

12 MA of TCT rates.

The presence of the so-called ‘China shock’ in the

mid-2000s would have had a great deal of impact on the

learning process. The separation of the original time series

may infringe the generality of the analysis. Hence, the

series was normalized. The normalization does not influence

the performance of the strategies because the relationship

between the input features and the output values are

maintained after normalization. The separation of the

training set and the test set is 70:30 and the sets are

disjoint.

The model validation and overfitting issues are

remaining. The structure of the model was arbitrarily set

with one hidden layer having n∼2n number of nodes.

According to Cybenco (1989), a single hidden layer with

enough neurons can perform any mapping required. The

model validation process was ignored because the purpose

of this study is not to investigate the optimal neural

network structure and because there was no sign of

overfitting, which can be detected by the discrepancy

between errors of the training and the test set. The

‘neuralnet’ package of R was used for the analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Trading strategies

Fig. 6∼10 show the odds ratios in graphic forms. The

positive value is when the model output is the selection of

the TCT, while the target value is the selection of the

1-year TC and vice versa. The hit ratios are summarized

in Table 2.

Fig. 6 Result of naive strategy

Fig. 7 Result of trading strategy 1

Fig. 8 Result of Trading strategy 2

Fig. 9 Result of Trading strategy 3

Fig. 10 Result of Trading strategy 4

3.2 ANN

The learning results with the adjusted weights are

displayed in Fig. 9. The structure is 6-8-1 and the learning

was completed with over 27,000 steps of backpropagation.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the results of the model applied to the

test set. The odds ratio is 3%.
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Fig. 11 Structure of ANN for training set

Fig. 12 Result of ANN for test set

3.3 Comparison

It must be noted that, for the purpose of comparison, the

performance of the trading strategies was also measured on

the ANN test sets. The Sharpe ratio is a risk-adjusted

performance measure expressed as  . The ANN

demonstrates an outstanding performance over other trading

strategies. In particular, a hit ratio of 97% is considered to

be exceptional.

Net Profit
Standard
deviation Sharp-Ratio Hit-Ratio

Target 5,938,859 6,922,761 85.8% 100%

Naïve 4,009,937 5,597,973 71.6% 47%

TS-1 4,980,568 6,823,769 73.0% 58%

TS-2 3,396,353 5,085,940 66.8% 42%

TS-3 4,373,641 6,125,021 71.4% 56%

TS-4 4,003,280 6,008,916 66.6% 44%

ANN 5,882,034 6,941,587 84.7% 97%

Table 2 Comparison of the results

(Unit: US$)

4. Conclusion

In bulk shipping, the decisions to select the period of

charter is as critical as the timing decisions. Freight as a

tradable commodity, unlike other financial products or

commodities, has multiple prices as per the charter period.

The owners as well as charterers, almost on a daily basis,

compare the decision alternatives in terms of charter period

to avoid wrong decisions. From an owner's point of view,

decisions to choose from short-term sales and long-term

sales are directly related to business performance because

the term selection effectively fixes the level of revenue

curves. The problem is that they do not have reliable

decision criteria.

This research focuses on the development and evaluation

of the term selection strategy, with trading alternatives

simplified to a repetitive spot sales for one year and a

one-off 1-year TC-out. Traditional trading strategies were

applied with some modification for effective term selection.

Alternative strategies, including the term spread strategy

and the MA spread strategy, were stipulated and a naive

strategy of a simple buy-and-hold was compared as a

benchmark. Considering the short time scope of 1 year, the

strategies were bi-directionally tested without any

pre-assumption on the functional direction of the signals.

In addition to the traditional approach, the ANN, for the

first time in this research domain, was employed. the ANN

is effective in consolidating the individual strategies and

flexible in accommodating additional variables. In addition

to the term spread and MA spread exploited from the

freight series, newbuilding price data showing the dynamics

of the freight market was added. The volatility ratios were

also included to reflect the time-varying volatility of the

freight market.

The performance of traditional trading strategies

measured with the hit ratio showed around 50%, whereas

that of the ANN reached a remarkable 97%. In the case of

term-spread strategy, the performance of short-term sales

when the short-term rate is higher showed 58%, beating

42% on the opposite case. In the case of the MA-spread

strategy, the hit ratio of short-term sales when the fast

MA is higher than the slow MA is 56%, beating 44% on

the opposite case. However, comparative outperformances

with a hit ratio of under 60% hardly support their

application to the real world problems.

This study differentiates itself from the existing

literature in that the properties of freight were identified

and the reasons why the rules applied to other areas cannot

be adopted were clearly specified. Furthermore, the ANN

was introduced to the analysis of freight trading for the

first time, and the possibility of the application of

machine-learning tools to chartering practices was

demonstrated.

In shipping practice, the results can be utilized to
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enhance the quality of chartering decisions and eventually

reduce the risk of business failure. The outcome of this

paper is more meaningful to the Korean bulk shipping

industry, which has an 'operator' business model.

This research has some limitations. Firstly, the 'timing'

strategy is not covered in the study. The development of

the timing strategy requires more elaboration due to the

nature of freight services. More research on this topic

would be of utmost importance to the industry. Secondly,

only the Panamax market is examined, partly due to the

availability of long-term data series. Studies on the other

segments of shipping will contribute to the generalization of

the model performance.
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